Chebrolet cruze

The Chevrolet Cruze is a compact car that has been made by the Chevrolet division of General
Motors since The nameplate has been used previously in Japan, for a version of a subcompact
hatchback car produced under a joint venture with Suzuki from to , and was based on the
Suzuki Ignis. Since , the Cruze nameplate has designated a globally developed, designed, and
manufactured four-door compact sedanâ€”complemented by a five-door hatchback body
variant in it also replaced the Chevrolet Cobalt [1] from , and a station wagon in The Cruze was
actually released earlier in to the South Korean market under the name Daewoo Lacetti Premiere
until the phasing out of the Daewoo brand in favor of Chevrolet in In Australia, the model has
been on sale since as the Holden Cruze. This new generation Cruze does not serve as a
replacement for the Suzuki-derived Japanese market predecessor. While production of the
Cruze in the United States and Mexico ended in , the car is still produced and sold in other
markets worldwide. Before the release of the global Chevrolet Cruze compact sedan in , General
Motors made use of the name "Cruze" between and in Japan. The production Cruze had
standard front-wheel drive , with all-wheel drive optional. In , GM introduced the Cruze compact
car, carrying the "J" internal designation. GM phased out production of the Cobalt and its badge
engineered counterpart, the Pontiac G5 in , just prior to the manufacturing of the Chevrolet
Cruze was to commence. The first renderings of the Cruze were revealed by GM at a press
conference on July 15, , [14] with the first official images released on August 21, It is described
as GM's most significant new vehicle introduction into North America since the Chapter 11
reorganization in , and is GM's latest attempt to build a small size car that North American
consumers would "buy because they like it â€” not simply because it is cheap". Underpinned by
the front-wheel drive GM Delta II platform , GM has confirmed the Cruze development program
occurred under a global design and engineering team. According to GM's global product
development chief Mark Reuss, the North America version Cruze is modified from the global
platform as it requires reinforcements to the engine compartment because it offers a bigger
engine than in other markets and uses torsion beam suspension. Hydraulically -assisted
electric for North American market rack and pinion steering gives for a Braking-wise, ventilated
front, and solid rear disc brakes are employed, both using piston steel calipers. Further noise
suppression through the use of a triple-layer sealing system in the doors has also been
employed. A five-door Cruze hatchback was unveiled as a concept car at the Paris Motor Show
on October 1, Cruze hatchback sales began in Europe in mid The Cruze SE 1. According to
Consumer Reports , during its first year, the Cruze scored the lowest in reliability among
compact sedans. GM announced in April that 2, Cruzes in North America would be recalled
following a report of the steering wheel breaking away from the steering column during motion.
On June 22, , GM issued a recall for , Cruzes manufactured at the Lordstown, Ohio plant, to
address a risk of engine compartment fires. The recall covered and models built from
September through May and affected vehicles sold in the United States, Canada, and Israel. GM
issued another recall on August 16, for and model Cruzesâ€”, cars built at the Lordstown
plantâ€”to address a potential loss of power brake assist, due to a faulty microswitch in the
power brake vacuum pipe assembly of Cruzes with the 1. GM stated awareness of 27 low-speed
crashes due to brake issues that might have involved this fault. On March 28, , GM halted sales
of and model Cruzes with 1. The Cruze was given a mild facelift for , unveiled at the Geneva
Motor Show. There was a new front fascia with redesigned air vents around the fog lamps, and
the grille and headlamps also received minor updates. New alloy wheels were offered, and GM's
optional MyLink entertainment system became available. This model was first sold in South
Korea , then Malaysia , then in other markets. On April 12, at the New York International Auto
Show , Chevrolet announced a refreshed model Cruze with an updated grille and a more angular
shape similar to that of the Malibu. Engines fitted to the Cruze are the 1. In , a new 2. Since late ,
Chinese market models have been available with a turbocharged 1. The Chevrolet Cruze was
launched in the Egyptian market during mid South Korean-market versions of the Cruze entered
production there in as the "Daewoo Lacetti Premiere". The sedan range consisted of the 1.
Hatchback models were introduced in available with the 1. The Chevrolet Cruze was released in
India on October 12, During , there were reports that the Cruze was to become available in
Malaysia with the 1. Specification levels comprised: Base 1. Given the model designation JG ,
the Holden Cruze was launched with the 1. Both engines are mated to the five-speed manual
transmission or optional six-speed automatic. Electronic stability control ESC , seat belt
pretensioners and six airbags were standard fitment across the range. The "CD" equipment list
comprised inch steel wheels, air conditioning , cruise control , a trip computer , power windows
and automatic headlamps. On March 18, , Holden issued a recall for 9, petrol-engined model
year Cruzes in Australia and a further in New Zealand over a faulty fuel hose. According to
Holden, some hoses on 1. Holden announced on December 22, that its Elizabeth, South
Australia production line would be split to commence local production of the Cruze sedan and

the Australian-developed hatchback. This update coincided with the release of the hatchback
body variant and saw Bluetooth telephone connectivity standard across the range. The update
included rear-parking sensors, a 7-inch touch-screen, suspension adjustments and improved
automatic gearboxes across the range along with many other new extras such as a larger 1.
Holden ended manufacturing of the Cruze at its Elizabeth plant on October 7, , replaced by the
Astra hatchback and new generation Cruze sedanâ€”both imported. European specification
variants of the Cruze are offered with 1. In mid, with the arrival of the five-door hatchback
variant, the 1. Exports from the South Korean factory began on February 24, Mexico became the
first North American country to receive the car, going on sale for the model year in late
Standard safety equipment includes electronic stability control and ten airbags, including side
rear-seat and front knee airbags not fitted on models produced in the original South Korea
facility. GM has allocated three shifts to produce the Cruze and it arrived to dealers in
September , giving all dealers time to deplete their inventories of Cobalts. Changes to the North
American-built Cruze for model year include the availability of the six-speed manual
transmission for the 1. Starting with the model year, Chevrolet offered the Cruze with the clean
diesel engine option for North America. For , the first generation Cruze continued as a fleet and
rental exclusive model in the United States, billed as Cruze Limited. The diesel model was
discontinued, but a new chrome appearance package was offered. Between and , the
first-generation Chevrolet Cruze was available in several different trim levels:. Offering identical
standard equipment as the LS described below, the base L omitted the standard front and rear
carpeted floor mats that were standard equipment on the LS, and was only offered with a
six-speed manual transmission. Options included Bluetooth for hands-free telephone calls no
streaming audio capabilities , a six-speed automatic transmission, and SiriusXM Satellite Radio.
It added the following equipment to the base LS: sixteen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, SiriusXM
Satellite Radio , cruise control, and the OnStar in-vehicle telematics system. Options included
the 1. Eco : The Eco trim level, offered between and and based on the 1LT, was geared towards
consumers who wanted a Cruze with higher fuel economy ratings. Additional options were
identical to that of the 1LT, though the Eco also offered luxury leather-trimmed seating surfaces
with dual heated front bucket seats as part of an optional package. It added additional luxury
features to the 2LT, such as: premium aluminum-alloy wheels, remote start, a six-speed
automatic transmission, and a watt premium amplified Pioneer audio system. Diesel : The
Diesel was a diesel -powered version of the 2LT trim level of the Cruze, available for and only. It
added unique seventeen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, a six-speed automatic transmission,
remote start, and a 2. The new model was first announced for the Chinese market on the Beijing
Auto Show and went on sale in August The four-door sedan has a fastback -like sloping roofline
and a low drag coefficient of 0. Watt's link torsion beam rear suspension , first used on the Opel
Astra J , comes as standard. The car comes equipped with a 4. The second-generation Cruze
began sales in North America in early , [] delayed a year by engineering changes. This second
generation Cruze has a slightly longer length and wheelbase than the one designed for the
Chinese market, with different styling cues. It is also powered by the 1. However, only one of
their phone brands at any one time can be used. It went on sale in late as a model. Discontinued
are the Eco and Diesel trim levels at least for the time being. Higher trim levels LT and Premier
also offer features such as the "RS Sport Package", alloy wheels, remote start, keyless access
with push-button ignition, a premium sound system by Bose with external amplifier and
subwoofer, an eight-inch MyLink infotainment system with GPS navigation, a power
tilt-and-sliding sunroof, and power seats. However, only the top-of-the-line Premier trim level
offers heated leather seating surfaces, premium alloy wheels, and other luxury features. The
base L only offers a six-speed manual transmission, while the Premier, on the other end of the
spectrum, offers only a six-speed automatic transmission. The LS and LT trim levels offer either
a six-speed manual transmission, or a six-speed automatic transmission. A new diesel-powered
Cruze became available in Before launching the Chevrolet Cruze as the Holden Astra in
Australia, Holden engineers performed , kilometres of suspension and steering testing at the
Lang Lang Proving Ground south east of Melbourne, Australia , tuning for Australian roads. A
firmer more compliant ride and more responsive steering tune is the result. Other major
changes over the international model included revised front and rear bumpers, which aim to
give it a similar look to the Holden Astra Hatch. All models are powered by a 1. For , the Cruze
received a mid-cycle facelift, which made its debut in April , along with restyled versions of the
Camaro , Spark and Malibu. Changes for the Cruze for include the addition of a lower-priced LS
model for the Cruze Hatchback, the deletion of the six-speed manual transmission option all
Cruze models, including the previous manual-only L, will come equipped with an automatic
transmission , all-new third-generation MyLink Systems, and a revised RS Package for LT and
Premier models. The Cruze went on sale in November Production of the Cruze will continue in

Argentina and China. Assembly of the Chevrolet Cruze Sedan at Lordstown Assembly in
Lordstown, Ohio concluded on Wednesday, March 6, , when the last car rolled off of the
assembly line. GM turned down an offer from Cleveland automotive dealer owner Bernie Moreno
to keep the plant open and continue building the Cruze under a five-year deal, which he hoped
would be used to launch a ridesharing service featuring a fleet of Cruzes with two shifts under
Moreno's direction. Production in China ended in February , following stronger sales of the
Chevrolet Monza in that market. Unlike its Chevrolet predecessors for the U. The
second-generation Cruze "was not a particularly standout product in an extremely competitive
segment" against similar offerings from well-established and highly-attractive rivals from
Japan, Korea, and Germany such as the Honda Civic or Toyota Corolla. Chevrolet placed first,
second and third in , with Muller finishing ahead of teammates Rob Huff and Alain Menu.
Chevrolet finished 1â€”2â€”3 again in , this time, Huff becoming champion ahead of Menu and
Muller. Jason Plato won the championship for Chevrolet in and finished 3rd in For RML , the
original builders of the Cruzes, continued to compete without the support of Chevrolet. Despite
no funding from the manufacturer, the Cruze remained the car to beat, even against works
teams from Honda and Lada. RML have confirmed they will build Cruzes to the new set of WTCC
regulations for , which sees the cars increase in power and feature greater aerodynamics. RML
aim to build up to six cars. Confirmed recipients include Tom Chilton who has yet to announce
a team to run his car, Bamboo Engineering who will run two cars and Campos Racing who will
enter a car for Hugo Valente. The increase in performance of the Next Generation Touring Car
entries meant the older Super specification cars like the Cruze were now too uncompetitive to
compete for wins but were provided with their own category. Now running a 2. The car returned
to Finesse Motorsport who entered the Knockhill round of the championship with Aiden Moffat
driving. The car made its debut at Snetterton and competed at several rounds towards the end
of the season. The car has since been sold to Aiden Moffat, who will run the car with his own
team for BTC Racing acquired it and were initially included on the entry list for but the car was
not finished in time and never appeared all season. The first-generation Chevrolet Cruze
debuted in the Argentine TC in , and the second-generation in In August , Cruze sales reached
the milestone of 3 million units sold worldwide, 16 months after passing the 2 million mark. By
April , cumulative sales of cars of the Cruze name exceeded 4 million worldwide. From
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mentioned in the compact-car segment is no easy feat, but the Chevrolet Cruze is doing its best.
Squeezed into a class that contains almost two dozen cars, including two recipients of our
10Best Cars award the Honda Civic Sport and the Volkswagen Golf , the Cruze stands out by
providing a comfortable ride, a surprisingly large trunk, and several high-tech, luxury-adjacent
features. Despite those recommendations, the Cruze's powertrains fall short while those of
several competitors excel. The entry-level model feels underpowered and lacks verve, while a
pricey diesel engine delivers excellent fuel economy but uninspiring accelerationâ€”not a
winning combination when gas prices are low. It's easy to find a satisfactory car in the Cruze's
diverse lineup, but true excellence must be sought elsewhere. Although a more aggressive front
grille and revised front and rear bumpers are the most obvious changes for , the Cruze also
receives updated taillamps, a new interior color, new wheel designs, and new infotainment
software. Selecting the RS package now includes window surrounds, emblems, and wheels that
are all painted black. The Cruze LT offers a compelling set of features at an even more
compelling price. The standard six-speed manual transmission drains any pleasure from the

driving experience, so the six-speed automatic is well worth the extra cash. We'd opt for the
extra-cost hatchback as a strategy to make this small car as practical as possible. Standard
features in the Cruze LT hatchback include cruise control, aluminum wheels, and a six-speaker
stereo with SiriusXM satellite radio. If it's in the budget, consider the Convenience package,
which adds keyless entry, push-button and remote start, heated front seats, and an eight-way
power-adjustable driver's seat. Likes: Brisk acceleration with gasoline-powered four-cylinder,
available diesel powertrain, smooth ride. Dislikes: Terribly disappointing manual transmission,
uninspired handling, diesel engine is noisy at idle. The Cruze's base powertrain is a lively hp
turbocharged four-cylinder paired with a six-speed manual transmission. Usually, we prefer
manual transmissions , but not in this case. In our experience, the manual's no pleasure, due to
an overly light clutch pedal and long, inaccurate shifter throws. Outfitted with the optional
six-speed automatic, however, the Cruze is eager to accelerate. The Cruze's available diesel is a
turbocharged four-cylinder that's paired to a nine-speed automatic. This diesel engine is louder
and rougher than its gasoline-powered counterpart, but when cruising at highway speeds, it's
quiet enough to pass for a gasoline engine. The Cruze feels substantial on the road, larger and
more stable than its dimensions would suggest. Its steering is pleasantly hefty and the car
tracks straight down the road and responds willingly to inputs. The Cruze's soft suspension
causes it to feel imprecise when driven aggressively in corners, but the payoff is a smooth ride
over bumps and potholes. When fuel efficiency and not performance is the order of the day, the
Cruze shines brighter. Its powertrains are among the most efficient in an already thrifty class,
and the diesel powertrain outshines them allâ€”even some hybrids. The gas-powered Cruze
sedan with the six-speed automatic delivered 36 mpg in our mile highway fuel-economy test,
falling short of its EPA rating of 39 mpg. We also ran a diesel-powered Cruze through the same
test, and it delivered an EPA-beating 52 mpg, far outstripping the most efficient
gasoline-powered compact sedans we've tested. Likes: Intuitive infotainment system, roomy for
passengers, easy-folding rear seat. Dislikes: Few standard features, even cruise control is
optional. The Cruze sedan and hatchback have nearly identical interior head- and legroom
measurements. In the back seat, Cruze hatchback passengers benefit from the high, flat roof,
with an extra half-inch of headroom compared with sedan occupants. Depending on the trim
level, the Cruze's cabin can be optioned to a surprisingly upscale level for such a compact car,
but many Cruze customers will be priced out of these desirable extras. The cloth seats found in
the base models are comfortable, but buyers will have to opt up to the Premier trim before they
can get a power-adjustable driver's seat as standard. The Premier's optional heated steering
wheel and bun-warming rear seats are a treat in this segment; the fact that cruise control isn't
standard dulls the sheen. Featured on a standard 7. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are both
standard and allow users to source directions from a smartphone, among other functions. In
both the sedan and the hatchback, the Cruze's rear seats fold easily via a lever mounted on the
top of each outboard rear seat. Many of the cars in this segment have a two-step seat-folding
process that must be initiated by first using levers located in the trunk or cargo area, and then
require you to walk around the car to pull down the seat. Chevrolet deserves credit for
implementing this obvious, operator-friendly solution. With its rear seats folded, we managed to
fit 15 carry-on suitcases in the hatchback model. Most driver-assistance features are optional or
not available at all on the Cruze. Automated emergency braking, lane-departure warning,
lane-keeping assist, and forward-collision warning are available but only on the top Premier trim
level as a part of the Driver Confidence II package. Key safety features include:. Chevrolet offers
warranties that match up closely with those of other manufacturers in this segment. The bow-tie
brand provides one free maintenance service within the first year of ownership. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. More on the Cruze.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Chevrolet. SBT use cookies to give you
the best possible experience and serve the most relevant ads. By using this site, you accept the
use of cookies. Agree and continue browsing. Japan Time: Tokyo Time. Estimate the price of
the vehicle s based on your destination. Note : In some cases the total price cannot be
estimated. Change search options. Cars Per Page: 25 50 75 Add to Favorites. Inventory
Location: Singapore Singapore. USD 2, Stock Id: DUW Please click "Inquiry" to receive your
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DND Stock Id: DXS Stock Id: DCA The Brief Introduction Chevrolet is the one of the highly
regarded and well-cognized automotive company that aims to become the most valued
automotive company of eth world while exceeding the expectation of the consumers by

providing them a sustainable means of mobility. The company came up with Chevrolet Cruze to
fulfill its brand promises in the year and the production of eth car is still in process. The car
features a layout of transverse front-engine and the front-wheel drive. The car has also been
released a four-door compact sedan and a five-door hatchback. Chevrolet Cruze for sale is
available with a set of technological instruments such as a touch-screen display that alerts the
driver with different sorts of information. It has USB ports for optimal exchange of data fortuned
to provide convenience o the people. The voice â€”activated component is also present that
usually comes in upgraded trims for better performance. The infotainment system is
user-friendly that comes with Apple Carplay and Android Auto for making users happy. The
Bluetooth controls and the music streaming adds on to its practicality that most passengers
appreciate. The design is out of the ordinary that houses a robust structure. The nice compact
car has an elegant interior and practically designed cabin. It has quite a good assortment of
colors with impeccable combinations. The aforementioned technological gadgets have been
installed quite well. The seats are nicely tailored and provide ample support, comforting people
on the long distance journeys. The windshields are wide for enhanced visibility and the driver
seat is adjustable for its convenience. However, the bold designing of the exterior features
aggressive looks that holds the viewers on when it races on the roads. The colors of the car are
unique and appealing. Safety is everything and is the core priority in Chevrolet Cruze. The
company has laid special emphasis on the safety specs of the car. The higher trims come with
ten airbags for a guaranteed occupant protection as airbags inflate and provide resistance
against the accidents. The rearview camera and rear park assist help in convenient and safe
parking. The driver assistance technology system can be considered as the cherry on the top.
The anti-lock braking system leads to impeccable braking performance and gives the
confidence to the driver that the car will not break the trust even in unstable driving conditions.
It also comes with systems like blind spot monitoring, stability control and an anti-theft alarm
for enhanced security and safe driving. Space is one of its compelling attribute that many users
are pleased with. Small storage pockets have been installed in the car for storing tiny items
such as devices and document etc. A plenty of trunk space is a valuable attribute that can store
family luggage, shopping bags and household items. Chevrolet Cruze for sale is the car for the
enthusiast. Cookies on sbtjapan. Desktop Icon PC Site. Menu Icon Menu. Why Choose SBT? Car
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Amenities Chevrolet Cruze for sale is available with a set of technological instruments such as a
touch-screen display that alerts the driver with different sorts of information. The Red-Hot
Design The design is out of the ordinary that houses a robust structure. Safety-Shield Safety is
everything and is the core priority in Chevrolet Cruze. Space is Sufficient Space is one of its
compelling attribute that many users are pleased with. Back to Top. Air Bag. Anti-Lock Brake
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